January 6, 1999

Ann K. Symons, President
American Library Association
50 East Huron
Chicago, IL 60611

Dear President Symons:

As Chair of the ALA Outsourcing Task Force, it is my pleasure to respectfully present to you and the members of the Executive Board, the final report of the Task Force. It is our expectation and hope that it will provide assistance and guidance to the profession on the complicated issue of outsourcing and privatization.

The report reflects the combined thinking and recommendations of the respective members of the task force, each representing differing constituencies within our Association. This diversity in appointment was extremely beneficial to the work of the group.

The task force members have worked with enthusiasm and extreme dedication. We thank you for this opportunity to serve the Association.

Respectfully,

LaDonna T. Kienitz
Chair, ALA Outsourcing Task Force
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Recommendations

I. ALA should reaffirm the following fundamental values of libraries in the context of discussing outsourcing and privatization of library services. These values include:
   
   A. That libraries are an essential public good and are fundamental institutions in democratic societies;
   
   B. That intellectual freedom is a basic democratic privilege, and that ALA defends the right of library users to read, seek information and speak freely, as guaranteed by the First Amendment; and
   
   C. That any outsourcing activities in libraries must be compatible with ALA advocacy of policies that support libraries as democratic institutions serving people of all ages, income levels and races, and providing the range of information resources needed to live, learn, govern and work.

II. ALA should adopt the following policy statement:
   
   A. ALA opposes privatizing core library services to for-profit corporations; and that
   
   B. Outsourcing of specific services or tasks by libraries be undertaken only when the quality of those services can be assured and the fundamental values of librarianship are not compromised.

III. The respective ALA units should be instructed to develop decision-making guidelines for libraries and jurisdictions at the local level, specifically that:
   
   A. The divisions develop policies and standards to assist local libraries addressing outsourcing and privatization issues; and
   
   B. The Intellectual Freedom Committee provide an interpretation of the Library Bill of Rights as it relates to outsourcing and privatization.

IV. ALA should commission a formal study on the impact of outsourcing and privatization on public services and library management, including:
   
   A. A review of the impact of such activities over a defined period of time;
   
   B. An analysis of the impact of these activities on library governance and First Amendment issues;
   
   C. The impact on maintenance of a quality workforce; and
   
   D. The impact on the community of libraries and their cooperative endeavors.
BACKGROUND REPORT

Each of us has “inalienable rights,” among which the right to be educated and informed is basic. Libraries are fundamental to a civilized society and library informational services are a public good. Government information belongs to the people and should not be sold for profit. The people’s right to information and knowledge can be secured most effectively by tax-supported libraries.

—ARTHUR CURLEY

THE CHARGE TO THE TASK FORCE

In fall 1997, ALA President Barbara Ford created the Outsourcing Task Force in response to several key incidents in librarianship related to outsourcing. Its assignment was to:

- Advise the association on issues related to outsourcing, subcontracting and privatization of library services;
- Gather data, examine the literature on outsourcing and evaluate the impact of outsourcing on library services and operations;
- Examine past ALA positions and determine how these issues relate to the ALA Code of Ethics and other association policies;
- Provide ALA Council with a comprehensive report with recommendations at the 1999 Midwinter Meeting.

The work program of the Outsourcing Task Force included reviewing the literature and all ALA policies as they relate to outsourcing and privatization; receiving testimony at Midwinter 1998 from library professionals and vendors with expertise in the areas of outsourcing and privatization; holding public hearings at both Midwinter and Annual Conference 1998; and independently researching and preparing reports on various aspects of the issue.

Based on the knowledge and the wide ranging professional experiences of the members, the Task Force has synthesized this individual and collective work into recommendations and a background report to the ALA Executive Board. An analysis of ALA policies relating to outsourcing also was prepared.

DEFINITIONS

For the purpose of its study the Task Force has adopted the following definitions:

- Outsourcing is the contracting to external companies or organizations, functions that would otherwise be performed by library employees.
- Privatization is the shifting of policy making and the management of library services or the responsibility for the performance of core library services in their entirety, from the public to the private sector.
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- Core services are those professional activities that define the profession of librarianship. These include collection development and organization; gathering and providing information; making the collection accessible to all library users; providing assistance in use of the collection; and providing oversight and management of these activities.

It is acknowledged that the distinctions between the terms "outsourcing" and "privatization" are not exact and are subject to arbitrary interpretations. Within the context of this report, the Task Force has utilized the term "outsourcing" for contracting for specific services; and the term "privatization" when the responsibility for day-to-day management of a library or for establishing or altering policies that affect the delivery of service, is delegated to an external commercial agency.

Libraries are an American Value

The value of libraries was clearly articulated in the statement of the late Arthur Curley, past president of ALA, entitled Libraries: An American Value; quoted at the beginning of this document.

The association's 21st Century intellectual freedom statement reinforces the constitutional rights of individuals of all ages to access the books, ideas, resources and information made available by America's libraries. It supports our nation's diversity, reflected through the provision of a full spectrum of resources and services. It embraces the role of libraries in connecting people and ideas, and guarantees each individual's privacy and confidentiality in using library resources and services, values that must be articulated, promulgated and communicated.

This study of outsourcing and privatization was undertaken within the context of these American values and the practices in the workplace of both the public and private sectors.

Outsourcing and Privatization in the General Economy

In the last two decades, numerous major corporations have used outsourcing as a profit-making strategy. Such jargon as "less is more," "rightsizing" and "downsizing" express the corporate ethos of reducing costs associated with human resources.

In 1996, American companies, including such major firms as IBM, AT&T and M&M/Mars, spent over $100 billion on outsourcing contracts. The total spent on outsourcing contracts in private industry is expected to reach $160 billion by the end of 1998 and over $300 billion by the end of 2001. Initially, businesses primarily outsourced functions not considered core competencies of their organization. The Outsourcing Institute reports that outsourcing now often includes skills considered central to many industries (Greco, 1997).

Federal policy in the early 1980s favored the commercial sector and promoted privatization of major government sectors. In 1983, the Office of Management and Budget issued the National Performance Review and Government Performance Review Act, which identified such federal institutions as prisons and libraries as commercial activities.
In the 1990s, corporations in the private sector have increasingly undertaken services previously provided by government agencies. Companies like Lockheed, formerly a defense contractor, are now bidding to run state and city welfare programs. Maximus, a company that contracts for numerous federal libraries, also runs a welfare eligibility program for the state of Connecticut. A recent survey of privatization in state government indicates increased privatization of government services over the past five years and predicts the trend will continue for the next five (Chi and Jasper, 1997). At the local level, such public services as transportation, hospitals, waste management and sewer systems rely increasingly on privatization.

Opponents of privatization fear that traditional public services will suffer if left to the forces of the marketplace. This concern is borne out by the ALA Washington Office's Less Access to Less Information By and About the U.S. Government which documents the results of federal privatization of library and information services: devaluation of professional librarians, increased public costs for information and shrinking public access to information by and about the United States government.

**Outsourcing and Privatization within Libraries**

Although the term "outsourcing" may be somewhat new to the vocabulary of librarianship, its practice in libraries is not. The Brodart Company representative testified at the Task Force Meeting, 1998 ALA Midwinter, that the company had been involved in library outsourcing for over 60 years.

At the same hearings, testimony by librarians identified routine outsourcing uses, responding to specific needs:

- an immediate and/or short-term need beyond organization capabilities, e.g. an opening-day collection for a new library;
- operational activities not considered core librarian competencies, e.g. new-book binding, disaster response and maintenance service;
- insufficient staff expertise for small or short-term projects, e.g. cataloging maps, foreign language collections or unusual materials;
- cooperative purchasing within library consortia; and
- a response to temporary staff reductions.

Some rationales for outsourcing and privatization echo recent public discussions and controversies:

- effecting cost efficiencies and controls, reflecting a conclusion that an activity will be more cost-effective or produce a better product if performed by a third party;
- responses to political pressure from a governing authority where, as with federal libraries, outsourcing and privatization becomes unavoidable.
**HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE**

Outsourcing of library services has been practiced as far back as 1828, when a Hartford, Connecticut bindery published books and sold them by subscription. A number of critical events in the 20th century have shaped outsourcing issues as we see them today: the provision of catalog cards by the Library of Congress (1901); the Greenaway Plan for blanket orders of new publications (1958); the outsourcing of federal libraries (1983); and the outsourcing of cataloging at Wright State University (1993). The outsourcing of collection development in the Hawaii public libraries (1996), and the privatization of library services at Riverside County (California) Free Library (1997) are recent events that have caused professional outcry.

In 1901, the Library of Congress began providing catalog cards on a cost recovery basis, enabling libraries to, in effect, outsource the cataloging of materials already handled by the Library of Congress. This service can be regarded as the precursor to various cooperative cataloging efforts, and to the formation of bibliographic utilities and other agencies from which cataloging can be purchased. The availability of networked bibliographic utilities further fostered the widespread practice of copy cataloging, in which minimal skill is required to attach holdings to records in such central databases as the Online Computer Library Center (OCLC) and Western Library Network (WLN).

The Greenaway Plan, initiated at the Philadelphia Free Library, was an approval plan through which librarians automatically received copies at the same time reviewers did, and selected those titles which met collection needs (see especially Bonk and McGrill, 1979, p. 16). The Greenaway Plan is notable in that it actually enhanced the professional nature of book selection, a key component of collection management, through commercializing a portion of library service—the receipt of review copies.

Privatization which places control, governance and potential profits in the for-profit sector is a relatively new phenomenon in libraries.

In 1983, the Office of Management and Budget concluded that federal library services qualified for privatization. The stated intent of Circular A-76 was to prevent government competition with private industry. Library operations were mingled with other office and administrative services under the definition of commercial activities (Office of Management and Budget, 1983). Classifying federal agency libraries as commercial services met with protests from the library community. In 1985, ALA passed a resolution focused on concerns about diminution of professional skills, that called the classification of library services as commercial activities “inaccurate and inappropriate” and “a major distortion of the nature and purpose of libraries.” Nevertheless, many federal library services were contracted to private companies, or effectively privatized. Recently, in the fall of 1998, the Department of Defense placed a moratorium on further contracting-out of general libraries; the Department of the Army placed a moratorium on contracting-out of all Army libraries.

When the National Technical Information Services (NTIS), an agency of the U.S. Department of Commerce, was targeted for privatization in 1986, ALA again passed a
resolution protesting this decision, expressing concerns that this action “adversely affect[s] equal and ready access to scientific and technical documentation.” At that time the efforts of ALA and others were successful in avoiding privatization. Today the NTIS is a non-appropriated government agency, self-funded from the sale of products and services.

Another critical event was Wright State (Ohio) University’s outsourcing of its entire cataloging operation in 1993. The cataloging department was dissolved and cataloging was contracted with OCLC. The library press closely followed the Wright State University outsourcing. A review of the Library Literature indicates that most articles in the traditional library press were favorable, although there is anecdotal evidence of contentious discussion which is not fully documented.

In 1996, the Hawaii State Library outsourced the selection and processing of Hawaii’s public library collections to Baker & Taylor, a major library vendor. In Hawaii and throughout the nation, there was significant discussion and criticism of these activities, culminating in legislation passed by the Hawaii state legislature and signed into law by the Governor in June of 1997, affirming the role of local librarians in materials selection. Ultimately, the contract with Baker & Taylor was terminated and no similar contract has been pursued in that state.

In 1997, the Riverside County (California) Free Library privatized library services for all twenty-five of its branch libraries. The county awarded the contract to Library Systems and Services (LSSI), a company with a history of managing library contracts for special and federal libraries. This was the first documented instance of privatization of an entire public library system. Press reactions were cautiously observant; there was a notable lack of professional criticism. Calabasas, California, has followed Riverside County’s example and outsourced its library services with LSSI; Jersey City, New Jersey, initially contracted with LSSI, but the contract was voided in October 1998 by court order, citing critical errors in the original decision-making process of the Library Board.

In 1998, a library board in Loudoun County, Virginia, was criticized in a legal opinion for delegating the deselection of the library’s electronic resources available on the internet to a private company, through use of that company’s filtering software package. In ruling that the board policy constituted unconstitutional "prior restraint," particularly with the lack of "sufficient standards" or "adequate procedural safeguards," the judge wrote:

"The degree to which the Policy is completely lacking in standards is demonstrated by the defendant's [the library board] willingness to entrust all preliminary blocking decisions—and, by default, the overwhelming majority of final decisions—to a private vendor..."

**Governance Issues**

Governance becomes the critical issue in reviewing the impact of outsourcing and privatization on library services. The Outsourcing Task Force repeatedly returned to issues
of governance and private versus public accountability. Comparisons of consortial and commercial services help illustrate this issue.

Consortial shared services, commercial services and networks share similar objectives and often perform similar tasks and functions. All provide library services that libraries may or may not perform themselves. All may manage employees delivering these services. All may function at sites geographically removed from the libraries they serve.

The locus of governance is one area where commercial services sharply diverge from not-for-profit shared services. Identifying the locus of governance involves determining to whom a concern is primarily answerable and ascertaining for whom employees work. Commercial services are non-democratic, while the governance of shared services is determined by the membership. The primary accountability for commercial services is to internal stakeholders or shareholders of the company, whose motives are commercial viability and profitability, not necessarily public service. There are, in some cases, different laws and applications of the law as applied to the public and private sectors. For instance, individual and public rights under the First Amendment are more readily upheld when the public sector and government action is involved.

There are great concerns that a commercial contract for total privatization of library operations in the public sector conflicts with the traditionally public nature of library governance. The Task Force believes it is critical that the governing body for the library retain its responsibility for establishing and maintaining policy and control of the product and services provided and for the policies that direct its activities.

Other important issues include the potential impact of outsourcing and privatization on "open meeting laws" and the public laws dealing with freedom of information and the confidentiality of records. Within the public sector, certain laws enable citizens to hold public agencies accountable in very specific ways. It is unclear how these laws would apply to the private sector activity for which a public agency has contracted.

**Core Library Services**

One major issue is the concern about the complete outsourcing or privatization of library materials selection, cataloging, reference service and library management, all defined as core services in this document. These activities are taught in library and information science schools. They constitute the intellectual, abstract core of librarianship, which is part of the library education curriculum and their centrality to librarianship is reinforced by professional activity and policy. Many librarians believe that much of the essence of core services is taught and learned within library settings.

There are many routine applications for outsourcing in librarianship, and many uses for commercial services. Rarely do librarians question outsourcing or privatizing of activities not directly associated with librarianship. Indeed, librarians have traditionally employed other professionals to perform services related to librarianship that support core library services, e.g., preservation, conservation and automation.
When core services such as cooperative cataloging or consortial collection management are outsourced to not-for-profit agencies run by and for librarians, the nature of the work remains in-house — closely associated with and accountable to the libraries which benefit from the outsourced services.

To outsource an intellectual service suggests that it is a simple commodity that can be quantified, described in a written document, and contracted to the lowest bidder. Much of the important work of librarianship is abstract and non-quantifiable. The successful practice of librarianship is closely tied to the particular characteristics of the communities served.

When core services are outsourced, they may be conducted at sites geographically remote from the libraries they serve, by agencies with separate governance and with staff with limited opportunities for professional library associations. The peer relationship is lost, as are the opportunities for informal knowledge transfer, skill-sharing, and the many innovations that result from skilled practitioners observing their communities. Loss of these intimate connections threatens to erode the corporate body of library service.

**Human Resources Issues**

Of great concern is the impact of outsourcing and privatization on the quality and professional integrity of employees. Qualified professional library staff members are critical to developing and maintaining collections responsive to the needs of serviced populations and to providing access to information. Although personnel costs are often of great concern to administrators and elected officials, the library's ability to instruct, educate, inspire and stimulate individuals is priceless. A library manager's greatest challenge is maintaining a workforce that reflects the needs of the population served while operating within a defined budget.

Another personnel issue is the displacement of the individuals who once performed the outsourced functions. There is always a human cost associated with workforce reduction. This factor could contribute to larger profession-wide issues, impacting recruitment and retention.

Outsourcing and privatization raise other personnel supervision issues. When a servicing agency hires an individual to provide a contracted service, the local institution loses control over the function, the professional performance qualifications and the performer of that endeavor. The library may have a work standard that differs from that applied to employees hired by the outside contractor. These disparities could raise serious issues of equitable treatment and employee morale.

Pay and benefits are potential issues in any outsourcing and privatization scenario. When outsourcing, a library gives control of compensation to the service agency and can no longer guarantee equitable pay and benefits. When the primary rationale for outsourcing an activity is cost reduction, it is doubtful that salaries and benefits of the employees of the service agency remain a concern of the library.
Outsourcing and privatization also raise issues of maintaining a competent workforce profession-wide and ensuring that professional librarianship delivers promised services. Traditionally, vendors have provided quality service by hiring librarians trained in libraries, but as activities are increasingly outsourced, the number of librarians who have been trained in those activities within libraries decreases. For example, as more institutions send their materials to commercial companies for preservation, the individual libraries lose key information on preservation techniques and methods, as well as staff expertise on effective product evaluation. Vendor-employed catalogers who are professionally trained but have little or no experience with cataloging in a local setting have no opportunity to develop the kinds of insights into their work, its purposes and uses that catalogers at the local level have. These librarians are ill-equipped to take what they know about cataloging, catalog structure and user needs, and combine this knowledge for innovative practice, systems and service.

Librarians must understand what their core professional activities are and maintain channels for sharing knowledge in these areas with colleagues. The profession must ask who will provide the labor pool of qualified librarians if an increasing number of libraries outsource professional activities. The profession must be assured of adequate education of librarians performing activities for vendors, so that qualified librarians can complete tasks requiring judgment and decision-making both in and out of libraries. Librarians must protect standards of education, training and professional advancement.

Management and Long-Range Planning Issues for Libraries Considering Outsourcing

Despite professional concerns, outsourcing of some core services has become an increasingly prevalent management practice. Its widespread use calls for guidance within the profession on whether to outsource and how to insure quality control of outsourced activities. This is not to suggest that insuring a quality product can resolve all outsourcing issues; the concerns raised above demonstrate that some problems related to outsourcing are inherent in the practice regardless of the nature of the contract. However, outsourcing has been a practice for all types of libraries, and guidance for current practice is necessary.

Before deciding to outsource any activity or service, decision-makers must determine whether outsourcing will, indeed, reduce costs and maintain or improve the quality of services. If so, is it the best way to improve productivity and service delivery? Decision-makers also must determine how they will maintain effective control over outsourced services and functions. With respect to human resources, libraries must weigh the effect of outsourcing on accountability, diversity, goals and morale.

Outsourcing decisions must be made within the context of the planning process for individual libraries, which mandates a clearly articulated mission and objectives aimed at accomplishing this mission. With its mission and objectives in hand, a library can assess what impact potential outsourcing would have on service delivery. Standards of service, quality control, and accountability for the outsourced activity must be established.

Finally, evaluation of outsourcing activities is essential and should include both quantitative and qualitative measurements. Most current literature measures the impact of
outsourcing in total dollar benefits to the organization, but the impact on information services delivery is usually under-emphasized or poorly documented. The impact on other less intangible matters, such as morale, the development of a trained workforce and obligations to cooperative partners is addressed even less effectively. Not all benefits or problems can be calculated in monetary terms. The California Library Association’s resolution on outsourcing recognizes this and states, "The primary measure of service benefit must be effectiveness in meeting the needs of library users" (California Library Association, 1998).

There are assertions that the private sector can perform library and information jobs less expensively. However, even if this were true, absolute dollar savings are not a sufficient and adequate measure of library services. Historically, and by the definition, public goods are "market failures" that are essential public services, but are not profitable enough for the marketplace to support. Planning documents central to our profession, such as Planning and Role Setting, ignore the profitability concept entirely and focus on delivery of information services to the public (McClure, 1987).

CONFLUENCE WITH PROFESSIONAL GOALS

In its Goal 2000 planning effort, the American Library Association has identified five key action areas for librarianship: diversity, education and continuous learning, equity of access, intellectual freedom, and 21st century literacy.

Diversity—ALA states, “Diversity is a fundamental value of the association and its members, and is reflected in its commitment to recruiting people of color to the profession and to the promotion and development of library collections and services for all people.”

If a library outsources or privatizes its operations, the impact on its human resources policies regarding diversity and gender must be considered. If a public or academic library has stringent affirmative action guidelines for hiring and promoting, with the goal of creating a more diverse workforce, what happens to these guidelines when a library function or department is outsourced? Does the library investigate the affirmative action policies of the company that now performs the work? Do the same protective legal mechanisms apply in both arenas?

ALA recently began several initiatives aimed at increasing diversity within the profession. A key component of some of these initiatives is mentoring—in particular, encouraging minority support staff to consider librarianship as a career. If outsourcing leads to contracting out of library work previously performed by library support staff, opportunities for recruitment and to receive mentoring may disappear.

Education and Continuous Learning—ALA states, “The association provides opportunities for the professional development and education of librarians, library staff and trustees; it promotes continuous, lifelong learning for all people through library and information services of all types.”
It is debatable whether libraries can hold vendors to in-house standards of professional development. Ultimately commercial enterprises, with their profit-making goals, could be at odds with the service-based goals of librarianship—a conflict that may be impossible to address through statements of work, directing performance and product requirements.

**Equity of Access**—The ALA position is that, “the association advocates funding and policies that support libraries as a great democratic institution, serving people of all ages, income level, location or ethnicity, and providing the full range of information resources needed to live, learn, govern and work.”

Among issues that this position raises is what is the motivation for a commercial enterprise managing a public library to build libraries where they are needed, rather than where they are profitable? Will companies that own several businesses, including library contracts, be willing to lobby for funding and legislation not favorable to the other businesses? For example, a company owning a database service and servicing a library contract may not be willing to support federal copyright legislation or other legislation that favor fair use and public access policies.

**Intellectual Freedom**—ALA states, “Intellectual freedom is a basic right in a democratic society and a core value of the library profession. The American Library Association actively defends the right of library users to read, seek information, and speak freely as guaranteed by the First Amendment.”

If the locus of control for some or all library operations moves to the commercial sector, the professional commitment to intellectual freedom may be compromised or subject to great pressure. For example, a librarian employed by a corporation may have an ethical obligation to uphold the Library Bill of Rights, but enjoys no legal protection under the First Amendment when resisting censorship by an employer. A private company anxious to renew its contract might be more willing to relax its enforcement of the Library Bill of Rights if this avoids controversy and possible non-renewal of contracts. If a book or other material is challenged, professional commitments to intellectual freedom may conflict with a company’s profit-making goals. Who will make the final decision about whether the material is retained or removed?

Local decision-makers may not be able to legally ensure that the company supports the library’s commitment to free speech. Decision-makers must assess whether they wish to, and are legally able to, direct third party contractors to lobby for legislation supporting the principles of intellectual freedom. In both areas, legal opinion will be required.

**21st Century Literacy**—ALA states, “The American Library Association assists and promotes libraries in helping children and adults develop the skills they need—whether the ability to read or use computers—understanding that the ability to seek and effectively utilize information resources (information literacy) is essential in a global information society.”

Local decision-makers must develop mechanisms that direct private companies to be sensitive to, and supportive of, these literacy goals. In addition, channels through which
private companies can respond to and support new goals, as they are developed by ALA, must be created.

CONCLUSION

The ALA Outsourcing Task Force presents to the Association recommendations for action as stated at the beginning of this report.

The Outsourcing Task Force also recognizes that an Association task force cannot of itself determine local action, and that guidance to libraries considering or practicing outsourcing or privatization is critical and must be provided by the Association.

The Task Force also sees a responsibility for stimulating professional discussion of outsourcing and privatization throughout the profession and urges that such discussion continue in the context of the effective provision of quality library services.
The ALA Outsourcing Task Force was charged with reviewing ALA policies as they relate to outsourcing in libraries. Since ALA is concerned with the provision of quality library services and since outsourcing, contracting, and privatization are methods utilized to provide these services, potentially all ALA policies have at least a tangential impact.

I. **ALA Mission Statement**

“The mission of the American Library Association is to provide leadership for the development, promotion, and improvement of library and information services and the provisions of librarianship in order to enhance learning and ensure access to information for all” (ALA Policy Manual 1.2 – Mission).

II. **ALA Standards for Library Services**

A review of ALA policies gives strong evidence that the library profession is critically concerned with the quality of the library product provided for its respective “publics.” The quality of the library product provided in the different types of libraries is dependent on a variety of components. The review of available policies highlight substantive standards to evaluate this library product becomes evident within the discussion of outsourcing and contracting for library services; and the critical need to develop such standards.

ALA Policy 55 “Standards and Guidelines” provides for the adoption of standards and guidelines of library services by ALA and its divisions or units. Under Policies 55.1, 55.2, 55.3, ALA divisions have authority to develop standards; units, other than divisions, submit standards to the appropriate ALA Committee before they are presented to Council for approval.

However, while there are guidelines for library staff in making internal management decisions, there is a notable lack of ALA policies which set viable standards and provide strong leadership to decision makers — be they trustees, school boards, library boards, board of governors, federal, state, or municipal officials, etc. — on methods and standards for excellence which can be used to evaluate the library product they have the responsibility for providing.

A review of policies indicates that there are only six standards available — and only for academic libraries and libraries serving special constituencies — which can serve decision makers as vital tools for evaluating the library product provided:


CITATIONS


III. **Priority Areas and Goals Established by ALA**

Since forms of outsourcing and contracting are often integral to the provision of library services, many ALA policies impact these concepts, in addition to the published standards cited above.

ALA Policy 1.3 sets "Priority Areas and Goals" to be achieved within the current five-year planning cycle of the organization. Four of these six priority areas relate to outsourcing or contracting for library services — Access to Information; Intellectual Freedom; Personnel Resources; and Library Services, Development, and Technology. Relevant ALA policies, which amplify these four identified areas as they relate to outsourcing and contracting, are indicated.

**Priority Area A — Access to Information**

"ALA will promote efforts to ensure that every individual has access to needed information at the time needed and in a format the individual can utilize through provisions of library and information services." Goals one, three and seven of this priority area state:

1. All individuals have equal access to libraries and information services . . .
2. Government information is widely and easily available... .
3. Fees are not a barrier to library access and service."

**Policy 50.3 — Free Access to Information**

"The American Library Association asserts that the charging of fees and levies for information services, including those services utilizing the latest information technology, is discriminatory in publicly supported institutions providing library and information services."

**Policy 50.4 — Bibliographic Databases**

"The American Library Association supports open access to information including the information contained in online databases."
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POLICY 51 - SECTION 2 - ACCESS TO INFORMATION

"Public Access to Federal Information" - ALA supports equal, ready and equitable access to information collected, compiled, produced, funded, and/or disseminated by the government of the United States. Access to government information is a public right and a principal function and goal of the federal government.

Equal Access to Library Services - ALA is committed to the provision of access to libraries for people who are disadvantaged by reason of cultural, educational, or economic factors or lack of mobility.

POLICY 51 - SECTION 5 - FEDERAL PROGRAMS

Federal Libraries: A National Resource - "Library of Congress" - Crucial national library services performed by the Library of Congress include provisions of bibliographic records, databases, and related products and services upon which libraries nationwide depend.

Federal Libraries - The contracting out or privatizing of entire federal libraries and information centers jeopardize the integrity of their resources and the quality of their services. The inherently governmental nature of these libraries and information centers; their close association with the policy-making structures of their parent organizations; their functions as an institutional memory of federal agency goals, missions and programs; and their potential role in a nationwide information network demonstrate clearly why they are not commercial activities.

Because of the sensitivity of certain types of information available in federal libraries and the impartiality required to provide information to government decision makers, it is not in the best interest of the American people to contract out federal information programs and organizations to foreign owned or controlled firms or to for-profit organizations.

POLICY 52.4 - CONFIDENTIALITY OF LIBRARY RECORDS

"The ethical responsibilities of librarians, as well as statutes in most states and the District of Columbia, protect the privacy of library users. Confidentiality extends to information sought or received and materials consulted, borrowed, acquired, and includes database search records, interlibrary loan records, and other personally identified uses of library materials, facilities, or services."

POLICY 54.16 - ON PROFESSIONAL ETHICS

"Ethical dilemmas occur when values are in conflict. The American Library Association Code of Ethics states the values to which we are committed and embodies the ethical responsibilities of the profession in this changing environment. The principles of this Code are expressed in broad statements to guide ethical decision making.

1. We provide the highest level of service to all library users through appropriate and usefully organized resources; equitable service policies; equitable access; and accurate, unbiased, and courteous responses to all requests..."
3. We protect each library user’s right to privacy and confidentiality with respect to information sought or received and resources consulted, borrowed, acquired or transmitted...

7. We distinguish between our personal convictions and professional duties and do not allow our personal beliefs to interfere with fair representation of the aims of our institutions or the provision of access to their information resources.*

**Policy 55 – Standards and Guidelines**

In addition to the standards cited above, ALA units have prepared the following guidelines in accordance with these policies:


Young Adult Library Services Association – YALSA Directions for Library Services to Young Adults Revision Task Force. Directions for Library Service to Young Adults. 2d. ed. Chicago: ALA, 1993.

**Policy 60 – Minority Concerns**

“The American Library Association promotes equal access to information to all persons and recognizes the urgent need to respond to the increasing racial and ethnic diversity among Americans.”

**Policy 60.3 – Goals for Indian Library and Information Services**

“The American Library Association and the Native American Education Association supports guidelines designed to meet the informational needs and to purvey and promote the rich cultural heritage of American Indians.”

**Policy 60.6 – Library and Information Services to Asian Americans**

“The American Library Association urges libraries serving Asian Americans to commit themselves to ... Asian language materials ... English language materials and programs that promote an understanding of Asian culture among English speaking Americans...”

**Policy 61 – Library Services to the Poor**

“The American Library Association promotes equal access to information for all persons, and recognizes that urgent need to respond to the increasing number of poor children, adults and families in America.”

**Priority Area C – Intellectual Freedom**

“ALA will promote the protection of library materials, personnel and trustees from censorship, the defense of library personnel and trustees in support of intellectual freedom and the Library Bill of Rights, and the education of library personnel, trustees, and the general public to the importance of intellectual freedom.”

**Policy 51 – Federal Legislative Policy – Section 3 – Intellectual Freedom**

“... ALA supports the rights of librarians and information centers to disseminate materials on all topics of concern, no matter how controversial. ALA rejects discrimination in library service and upholds the right of all persons to have access to library services, regardless of age, gender, race, religion, national origin, disability, economic condition, individual life style, or political or social views.”

**Policy 52.3.3 – Library Bill of Rights**

“The American Library Association affirms that all libraries are forums for information and ideas, and that the following basic policies should guide their services.
1. Books and other library resources should be provided for the interest, information, and enlightenment of all people of the community the library serves. Materials should not be excluded because of the origin, background, or views of those contributing to their creation.

2. Libraries should provide materials and information presenting all points of view on current and historical issues. Materials should not be proscribed or removed because of partisan or doctrinal disapproval.

3. Libraries should challenge censorship in the fulfillment of their responsibility to provide information and enlightenment.

4. Libraries should cooperate with all persons and groups concerned with resisting abridgment of free expression and free access to ideas.

5. A person's right to use a library should not be denied or abridged because of origin, age, background, or views.

6. Libraries which make exhibits spaces and meeting rooms available to the public they serve should make such facilities available on an equitable basis, regardless of the beliefs or affiliations of individuals or groups requesting their use.

**Policy 54.16—Professional Ethics**

"2. Uphold the principles of intellectual freedom and resists all efforts to censor library resources...

4. Recognize and respect intellectual property rights...

6. Do not advance private interests at expense of library users, colleagues, at our employing institutions."

**Policy 55—Standards and Guidelines**

Guidelines prepared by ALA units in accordance with ALA Policy 55.3:


Association of Library Collections and Technical Services. Guidelines for ALCTS members to supplement the American Library Association Code of Ethics:

"Within the context of the institution's mission and programs and the needs of the user populations served by the library an ALCTS member:

1. strives to develop a collection of materials within collection policies and priorities;

2. strives to provide broad and unbiased access to information;

3. strives to preserve and conserve the materials in the library in accordance with established priorities and programs;

4. develops resource sharing programs to extend and enhance the information sources available to library users;

5. promotes the development and application of standards and professional guidelines;"
6. establishes a secure and safe environment for staff and users;
7. fosters and promotes fair, ethical and legal trade and business practices;
8. maintains equitable treatment and confidentiality in competitive relations and manuscript and grant reviews;
9. supports and abides by any contractual agreements made by the library or its home institution in regard to the provision of or access to information resources, acquisition of services, and financial arrangements."

Association of Library Collections and Technical Services, Acquisitions Section. "Statement on Principles and Standards of Acquisitions Practice. In all acquisitions transactions, a librarian:

1. gives first consideration to the objectives and policies of his or her institution;
2. strives to obtain the maximum ultimate value of each dollar of expenditure;
3. grants all competing vendors equal consideration insofar as the established policies of his or her library permit, and regards each transaction on its own merits;
4. subscribes to and works for honesty, truth, and fairness in buying and selling, and denounces all forms and manifestations of bribery;
5. declines personal gifts and gratuities;
6. uses only by consent original ideas and designs devised by one vendor for competitive purchasing purposes;
7. accords a prompt and courteous reception insofar as conditions permit to all who call on legitimate business missions;
8. fosters and promotes fair, ethical, and legal trade practices;
9. avoids sharp practice;
10. strives consistently for knowledge of the publishing and bookselling industry;
11. strives to establish practical and efficient methods for the conduct of his/her office;
12. counsels and assists fellow acquisitions librarians in the performance of their duties, whenever occasion permits."

Reference and Adult Services Division. "Guidelines for Establishing Local History Collections." RQ (fall 1993).

Formal Actions Taken by the Board of Directors of ALA Divisions

American Library Trustee Association. ALTA voted: "to reaffirm the selection of materials as an important responsibility of the professional librarian and therefore decry the Hawaii State Library decision to outsource selection of materials." June 1997.


"A Tribute to Hawaii's Librarians"
WHEREAS significant changes were made in materials selection and processing practices for the State of Hawaii's public libraries, and
WHEREAS these changes affected the quality of service that Hawaii's public librarians were able to give their users, therefore
BE IT RESOLVED THAT ALCTS applaud the success of Hawaii's public librarians in addressing the needs of their constituencies as they were affected by the outsourcing of materials selection and processing, and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT ALCTS applaud the success of Hawaii's public librarians in bringing these issues to the attention of the broader library community and the Hawaiian legislature.

"Responsible Management, Responsible Outsourcing"
WHEREAS librarians have the responsibility for operations in their libraries, such as the selection and organization of library materials, and
WHEREAS responsible management of library resources may entail the outsourcing of such operations, and
WHEREAS the outsourcing of library operations is a long-accepted method of accomplishing library work, and
WHEREAS such outsourcing is most effective when there is a well-written contract that reflects the needs of the library, the vendor, and the library staff and users, and
WHEREAS a decision to outsource is best taken when all concerned library staff and management have an opportunity to evaluate the service offered, therefore
BE IT RESOLVED that the American Library Association urge that appropriate care be taken in the negotiation and execution of contracts for outsourcing of library work of any kind.

"Application of Outsourcing to Materials Selection"
WHEREAS the selection, acquisition, and provision of materials that meet a library's users' needs is a prime/critical library function, and
WHEREAS such activities are best accomplished when local librarians are substantially involved in developing policies and procedures, and participating in processes that assure that such materials are acquired and made available to users, therefore
BE IT RESOLVED that the American Library Association urge that appropriate care be taken in the negotiation and execution of contracts for outsourcing of materials selection or library work of any kind.
Publications by ALA Divisions


Priority Area E - Personnel Resources
"ALA will promote the recruitment, education, professional development, rights, interest and obligations of library personnel and trustees . . .

3. Librarians and all other library personnel are paid equitable and attractive salaries . . .

4. Librarians have a variety of opportunities for professional development and continuing education . . .

9. Librarians uphold the ALA Code of Ethics . . .

10. Librarians are proactive professionals who ensure the free flow of information and ideas."

Policy 54.1 - Library Education and Personnel Utilization
"To meet the goals of library service, both professional and supportive staff are needed in libraries . . . The title of ‘librarian’ carries with it the connotation of ‘professional’ in the sense that professional tasks are those which require a special background and education."
Policy 54.3 - Equal Employment Opportunity

"The ALA is committed to equality of opportunity for all library employees or applicants for employment, regardless of race, color, creed, sex, age, physical or mental hardship, individual life style or national origin . . . ."

Policy 54.3.1 - Affirmative Action Plans

"Member libraries and library schools with 15 or more staff shall formulate written affirmative action plans and shall submit these plans to OLPR for review . . . ."

Policy 54.4 - Comparable Rewards

"The ALA supports salary administration which give reasonable and comparable recognition to positions having administrative, technical, subject and linguistic requirements . . . ."

Policy 54.5 - Faculty Status of College and University Librarians

"The intellectual contributions made by academic librarians to the teaching, research, and service mission of their colleges and universities merit the granting of faculty status. Faculty status for librarians should entail the same rights and responsibilities granted to and required of other members of the faculty . . . ."

Policy 54.6 - Fair Employment Practices in Libraries and Among Suppliers to Libraries

"The American Librarian Association Council instructs the Library Administration and Management Association to:

1. Guide libraries in the process of soliciting fair employment practice information from suppliers.
2. Advise libraries on the enforcement of fair employment practice laws in their employment practices and policies . . . ."

Policy 54.7 - Security of Employment for Library Employees

"Security of employment means that, following the satisfactory completion of a probationary period, the employment of a library employee under permanent appointment carries with it an institutional commitment to continuous employment . . . ."

Policy 54.8 - The Library's Pay Plan

"Libraries should have a well constructed and well administered pay plan based on systematic analysis and evaluation of jobs in the library and which will assure equal pay for equal work . . . ."

Policy 54.9 - Permanent Part-Time Employment

"The right to earn a living includes a right to part-time employment on a par with full-time employment, including prorated pay and fringe benefits, opportunity for advancement and protection of tenure, access to middle and upper-level jobs, and exercise of full responsibilities at any level . . . ."
**POLICY 54.10 – EQUAL OPPORTUNITY AND SALARIES**

“The American Library Association supports and works for the achievement of equal salaries and opportunity for employment and promotion for men and women . . .”

**POLICY 54.16 – ON PROFESSIONAL ETHICS**

“5. We treat co-workers and other colleagues with respect, fairness, and good faith, and advocate conditions of employment that safeguard the rights and welfare of all employees of our institutions . . .

8. We strive for excellence in the profession by maintaining and enhancing our own knowledge and skills, by encouraging the professional development of co-workers, and by fostering the aspirations of potential members of the profession.”

**POLICY 55 – STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES**

Standards and Guidelines developed in accordance with ALA Policies 55 – 55.3:


**Policy 60.2 - Combating Prejudice, Stereotyping, and Discrimination**

"The American Library Association actively commits its prestige and resources to a coordinated action program that will combat prejudice, stereotyping, and discrimination against individuals and groups in the library profession and in library service because of race, sex, creed, color, or national origin."

**Policy 60.5 - Ethnic and Cultural Minorities in State, Municipal, and County Agencies**

"The American Library Association urges and supports the recruiting, hiring, and promotion of ethnic and cultural minorities within the state, municipal, and county library structure . . . ."

**Priority Area F - Library Services Development and Technology**

"9. Library funds are managed effectively . . .
11. Libraries are proactive agencies which meet challenges of social, economic, and environmental change."

**Policy 55 - Standards and Guidelines**

Guidelines developed in accordance with these ALA Policies:


MEMBERS OF THE ALA OUTSOURCING TASK FORCE

LaDonna T. Kienitz, Chair
Alice M. Calabrese
Mary M. Carr
Janet Swan Hill
Melissa A. Malcolm
Sylvia C. Mitchell
Raymond Santiago
Karen G. Schneider
Patricia Glass Schuman
Gary M. Shirk
Wendy M. Thomas
Christine E. Thompson
Kendall Wiggin
Patricia M. Wong
MOTIONS RELATED TO CD24.1
OUTSOURCING & PRIVATIZATION IN AMERICAN LIBRARIES

Definitions used in these motions are found on the reverse.

MOTION #1

ALA should reaffirm the following fundamental values of libraries in the context of discussing outsourcing and privatization of library services. These values include:

A. That libraries are an essential public good and are fundamental institutions in democratic societies;
B. That intellectual freedom is a basic democratic privilege, and that ALA defends the right of library users to read, seek information and speak freely, as guaranteed by the First Amendment; and
C. That any outsourcing activities in libraries must be compatible with ALA advocacy of policies that support libraries as democratic institutions serving people of all ages, income levels and races, and providing the range of information resources needed to live, learn, govern and work.

MOTION #2

The respective ALA-units should be instructed to develop decision-making guidelines for libraries and jurisdictions at the local level, specifically that divisions develop policies and standards to assist local libraries addressing outsourcing and privatization issues.

MOTION #3

The Intellectual Freedom Committee shall provide an interpretation of the Library Bill of Rights as it relates to outsourcing and privatization.

MOTION #4

ALA should commission a formal study on the impact of outsourcing and privatization on public services and library management, including:

A. A review of the impact of such activities over a defined period of time;
B. An analysis of the impact of these activities on library governance and First Amendment issues;
C. The impact on maintenance of a quality workforce;
D. The impact on the community of libraries and their cooperative endeavors.

MOTION #5

ALA should adopt the following policy statement:

ALA opposes privatizing core library services to for-profit corporations.

MOTION #6

ALA should adopt the following policy statement:

Outsourcing of specific services or tasks by libraries shall be undertaken only when the quality of these services can be assured and the fundamental values of librarianship are not compromised.
DEFINITIONS USED BY THE OUTSOURCING TASK FORCE

For the purpose of its study, the Task Force has adopted the following definitions:

Outsourcing is the contracting to external companies or organizations, functions that would otherwise be performed by library employees.

Privatization is the shifting of policy making and the management of library services or the responsibility for the performance of core library services in their entirety, from the public to the private sector.

Core services are those professional activities that define the profession of librarianship. These include collection development and organization; gathering and providing information; making the collection accessible to all library users; providing assistance in the use of the collection; and providing oversight and management of these activities.

It is acknowledged that the distinctions between the terms “outsourcing” and “privatization” are not exact and are subject to arbitrary interpretations. Within the context of this report, the Task Force has utilized the term “outsourcing” for contracting for specific services; and the term “privatization” when the responsibility for day-to-day management of a library or for establishing or altering policies that affect the delivery of service is delegated to an external commercial agency.
A SUMMARY OF ALA EXECUTIVE BOARD/COUNCIL ACTIONS RELATED TO OUTSOURCING AND PRIVATIZATION – REPORTS, DEBATE, ACTIONS, FOLLOW-UP

ALA Outsourcing Task Force

In fall 1997, the ALA Executive Board, in response to member concerns, appointed the Outsourcing Task Force (ad hoc). Members of the Task Force included LaDonna T. Kienitz (chair), Alice M. Calabrese, Mary M. Carr, Janet Swan Hill, Melissa A. Malcolm, Sylvia C. Mitchell, Raymond Santiago, Karen G. Schneider, Patricia Glass Schuman, Gary M. Shirk, Wendy M. Thomas, Christine E. Thompson, Kendall Wiggin and Patricia M. Wong. The Task Force was deliberately and broadly diverse, a characteristic subsequently noted during the Council debate.

The Task Force was charged to gather information, review the ALA policy context for outsourcing decisions, advise the association on issues related to outsourcing or privatization and prepare a report with recommendations for review by the ALA Council at the 1999 Midwinter Meeting. All work of the Task Force was done at regularly-scheduled ALA meetings or conferences or remotely (through a discussion list and by telephone). In presenting the report to the ALA Council, the L. Kienitz (chair) noted that “the charge to the task force had an enormous sense of urgency. One year. That was two conferences....”

The Task Force held hearings at both the 1998 Midwinter Meeting and 1998 Annual Conference, in addition to reviewing the literature. As requested, the Task Force reviewed ALA policies and released a list of policies and related statements, including statements from ALA divisions. (1997-98 MD #3.1)

Discussion within the Task Force was wide-ranging and revealed the range of opinion within the field. A list of questions raised by members of the Task Force was shared with members. (1997-98 MD #3.3)

A final report was presented to the ALA Council at the 1999 Midwinter Meeting. (1998-99 CD #24) To facilitate Council action, a separate document including only the recommendations for action was also presented. (1998-99 CD # 24.1) The ALA Council discussion was lengthy. Two 30-minute periods of “informal consideration” were followed by debate on the specific motions.

Actions of the ALA Council on Recommendations of the Outsourcing Task Force

**Motion #1:** ALA reaffirms the following fundamental values of libraries in the context of discussing outsourcing and privatization of library services. These values include:
A. That libraries are an essential public good and are fundamental institutions in a democratic society;
B. That intellectual freedom is a basic democratic privilege, and that ALA defends the right of library users to read, seek information and speak freely, as guaranteed by the First Amendment; and
C. That any outsourcing activities in libraries must be compatible with ALA advocacy of policies that support libraries as democratic institutions serving people of all ages, income levels and races, and providing the range of information resources needed to live, learn, govern and work.

**Motion #1 Adopted**

**Motion #2**: The respective ALA units should be instructed (amended to read "encouraged") to develop decision-making guidelines for libraries and jurisdictions at the local level, specifically that divisions develop policies and standards to assist local libraries addressing outsourcing and privatization issues.

**Motion #2 Adopted as Amended**

**Motion #3**: The Intellectual Freedom Committee (amended to insert: "be directed to review" rather than "shall provide an interpretation of") shall provide an interpretation of the Library Bill of Rights as it relates to outsourcing and privatization.

**Motion #3 Adopted as Amended**

**Motion #4**: ALA should (amended to strike "should") commission a formal study on the impact of outsourcing and privatization on public (amended to substitute "library") services and library (amended to strike "library") management, including:

- A. A review of the impact of such activities over a defined period of time;
- B. An analysis of the impact of these activities on library governance and First Amendment issues;
- C. The impact on maintenance of a quality workforce;
- D. The impact on the community of libraries and their cooperative endeavors.

**Motion #4 was referred to BARC. (Subsequently adopted – Annual Conference 1999)**

**Motion #5**: ALA should (amended to strike "should") adopt the following policy statement: ALA opposes privatizing (amended to read "the shifting of") core library services to for-profit companies.

**Motion #5 Defeated**
Motion #6: ALA should (amended to strike “should”) adopt the following policy statement: Outsourcing of specific services or tasks by libraries shall be undertaken only when the quality of these services can be assured and the fundamental values of librarianship are not compromised.

Motion #6 Defeated

Follow-up to Actions of the ALA Council

1. The Intellectual Freedom Committee reviewed outsourcing in light of the Library Bill of Rights, as directed by the ALA Council. Based on that review, IFC identified a “checklist of issues that need attention in any consideration of, or contracting for outside provision of services or performance of functions for the library.” (1999-2000 CD#19.3.) The document is available on the ALA web site at http://www.ala.org/alaorg/oif/outsourcing/html

The OIF document was widely circulated to ALA units for comment.

2. PLA developed Outsourcing: A Public Library Checklist. A draft was reviewed by the PLA Executive Committee in July 2000 (PLA document 2000 #84.1) Adoption of the final document is anticipated at PLA’s fall 2000 executive committee meeting.

3. On September 17, 1999, ALA management released an rfp for a “Study on the Impact of Outsourcing and Privatization on Library Services and Management” Allocating $10,000 for the work. The contract was subsequently awarded to Texas Women’s University School of Library and Information Studies; Robert S. Martin was the principal investigator. “The study was carried out within the context of a regularly scheduled doctoral seminar on Trends and Issues in Library Management. Grant funds covered the cost of tuition and fees for students in the seminar, facilitating the recruitment of a number of special non-degree students, librarians from the Dallas-Ft. Worth professional community. The fifteen students in the class comprised the research team and carried out the study.” The report was received June 13, 2000.

The study focused on outsourcing, not privatization, noting that the definition of privatization adopted by the Outsourcing Task Force “rendered the establishment of operational definitions impossible. “Noting that OTF itself was unable to adhere to its own definition, we elected to limit the definition of privatization to instances where control over policy was relinquished to a vendor. In that we found no such instances in our study, we limited our focus to outsourcing in its various forms.” It should be noted, however, that the study considers not just outsourcing cataloging and outsourcing selection, but also outsourcing management, noting that this is the type of outsourcing “most commonly labeled ‘privatization,’ although technically management is no more ‘core’ to
I librarianship than selection or cataloging, and perhaps it could be argued that it is even less.”

The study team found “no evidence that outsource per se represents a threat to library governance, or to the role of the library in protecting the First Amendment rights of the public.” The group found “equivocal evidence with regard to the maintenance of a quality workforce.” They noted that “issues we identified may be more indicative of broader trends of library staffing than byproducts of outsourcing.” Further, the team found “no evidence that outsourcing per se had any significant negative impact on interlibrary cooperation.”

The executive summary concluded that “we found no evidence that outsourcing per se has had a negative impact on library services and management. On the contrary, the evidence supports the conclusion that outsourcing has been an effective managerial tool, and when used carefully and judiciously it has resulted in enhanced library services and improved library management. Instances where problems have arisen subsequent to decisions to outsource aspects of library operations and functions appear to be attributable to inadequate planning, poor contracting processes, or ineffective management of contracts.”

The executive summary was distributed to the ALA Council prior to the 2000 Annual Conference (1999-2000 CD #59). The full report was distributed on site (1999-2000 CD #59.1) The full report is available on the ALA web site at http://www.ala.org/alaorg/ors/outsourcing/

Summary inclusions incorporate some advice to libraries which may be considering outsourcing. Four specific recommendations to the Association are included in the report:

1. The American Library Association should encourage the inclusion of data documenting the extent of outsourcing in libraries in the regular annual data collection activities of such agencies as the National Center for Education Statistics.

2. The American Library Association should foster regular treatment of outsourcing trends, vendors and services, and other issues related to outsourcing, in the journals published by the divisions and units of ALA.

3. The American Library Association should foster, through its Divisions and other units, the development of guidelines and model contracts to aid librarians in making decisions about outsourcing.

4. The American Library Association, working collaboratively with other appropriate agencies such as the Council on Library and Information Resources and the Institute of Museum and Library Services, should
encourage and foster further research into the impact of outsourcing on library services and management.

ALA Council Consideration of CD #59.1 – Annual Conference 2000

Principal investigator Robert S. Martin (also a member of Council) presented his conclusion: “The study does not advocate outsourcing. To paraphrase our conclusions, basically we found that outsourcing is a management tool. And like most tools, it is neither in and of itself benign nor evil. It’s how it is applied, how it’s used. And finally, the study is not the final word on outsourcing. It is, in fact, just the beginning. And our – one of our most important recommendations is [that] further research and study is needed.”

Action Sequence:

Following initial debate, the following two motions were proposed:

Motion: (Margolis) – “I move that Council receive the study on outsourcing and adopt its recommendations.”

Motion to Amend: (Kamm) – “I move to strike the words ‘and adopt its recommendations.’”

In the course of debate on the amendment, the following exchange took place:

Debate: (Bishoff) – “I think that if we can move forward this motion, I then have a follow-on motion that addresses Sally’s questions relating to privatization.”

[Other pro & con statements on the motion to amend followed.]

Debate: (Auerbach) – “I think it’s important that we proceed and go forward, that we develop help for libraries in making decisions and that we look into some of the very legitimate concerns that have been raised here about the impact of privatization on the – not only the job situation of librarians but about the influence those librarians [have] in their larger institutions. So because I’m concerned that we go ahead and because the recommendations of the [study] committee don’t necessarily, to me, imply embracing the assumptions of the [study] committee, I’m interested to know what my alternatives are. So I wonder if there is a parliamentary way for Councilor Liz Bishoff to let us know what her proposal is going to be without making it at this time so that we can decide whether merely in voting to receive these report there will then be in front of us a more constructive way to proceed. Because if the alternatives for me are merely to receive the report or to embrace the recommendations to move forward, I
would have to vote for the recommendations. But perhaps there is a possibility looming which would work more effectively. So I wonder if she couldn’t just apprise us of her suggestion in an informational way?"

Question: (Bishoff) – “Am I allowed to do that?”

Chair: (Long) – “Do it.”

Debate: (Bishoff) – “…I have two proposals for action. Based on the concept that the Outsourcing Task Force has already approved that we take several actions. The first that divisions and units undertake the development of guidelines within their areas of expertise. And the second which we approved was the study of the impact of outsourcing and privatization which we have here. I believe that we’ve gathered more information through this report, or that we will when we’ve had an opportunity to fully digest it and read it, and that it further informs the work that was done by the Task Force. I think we need some next steps that can move us forward. It’s not going to get us to the end point, but it will move us forward. And the first is that we contact the divisions and units and bring together the guidelines that have been developed and make them broadly available. We should look at these materials for both the values of the Association as well as the values within the specific area of librarianship that they’re addressing. And that the second report needs – the second action is that we need to develop definitions of outsourcing as a management tool versus privatization. And that while the Martin report indicates none or little was found within the library literature, I believe that we can go beyond this, look to the broader professional management literature, and if necessary, develop a set of definitions that would suit our profession should we find none available.”

[Further debate on the motion to amend followed.]

Motion to Amend was adopted.

Chair: (Long) – “The motion on the floor is now to accept the document.”

Motion to Amend: (Reed) – “I’d like to amend the motion on the floor to include the proposal that Liz Bishoff presented to us earlier, and I guess I’m asking if she will send that in as an amendment.”

Motion to Amend: (Bishoff) – “To add the two point that you saw up on the screen to the current proposal of receiving. So to add those two points. I’ve also been told that we can ask units. We ask committees….So it’s divisions and committees instead of units.”

identify appropriate mechanisms for (1) bringing together guidelines developed by divisions and committees and making them broadly available to be reviewed for elements of values; and (2) develop definitions of outsourcing as a management tool versus privatization and report back.”

Question: (Golrick) – “...if we were to add this to the motion to receive, would we not be in danger of having somebody ask to divide the question and then have to vote on them separately anyway?”

Chair: (Long) – “No. If the maker of the original motion and the seconder agree and there is no objection...”

Chair: (Long) – “There is objection. We will receive this as an amendment to the main motion.”

[Debate followed on the motion to amend.]

Motion to Amend the Amendment: (Harger) – ‘I’m concerned about the first point, ‘Bringing together guidelines developed by divisions,’ primarily because I do not think that we are yet at the [that] point as an association. I mean, I do not think that we have a thorough enough understanding of outsourcing and privatization for the divisions to be developing guidelines on doing outsourcing and privatization....So what I would request is that the first one be removed from the motion to receive the report.”

Chair: (Long) – “Are you moving to amend the amendment?”

Reply: (Harger) – “Yes, I am.”

[Debate followed on the motion to amend the amendment.]

The Motion to Amend the Amendment was defeated.

The Motion to Amend was Adopted.

<< Lois Ann, the wording of the motion is not in the transcript. Do you have?>>

The Motion was Adopted as Amended.

Motion: (Auerbach) – “The motion is, the American Library Association – and this comes out of the report – ‘the American Library Association, working collaboratively with other appropriate agencies, should encourage and foster further research into the impact of outsourcing,’ (and I added ‘and privatization’) on library services and management.”
DEFINITIONS

Defining both "outsourcing" and "privatization" in clear, unambiguous and widely-accepted terms has been a continuing concern.

The Outsourcing Task Force used the following definitions:

**Outsourcing** is the contracting to external companies or organizations, functions that would otherwise be performed by library employees.

**Privatization** is the shifting of policy making and the management of library services or the responsibility for the performance of core library services in their entirety, from the public to the private sector.

**Core services** are those professional activities that define the profession of librarianship. These include collection development and organization; gathering and providing information; making the collection accessible to all library users; providing assistance in the use of the collection; and providing oversight and management of these activities.

In *The Impact of Outsourcing and Privatization On Library Services and Management: A Study* for the American Library Association, by Texas Women's University School of Library and Information Studies, the study team notes as follows: "We found the Task Force's definition of outsourcing to be similar to many in the literature and agreed to accept it. We found, however, the definitions of privatization and core services to be unworkable in the research context and completely unnamable to the development of operational definitions. First, from the literature, there appears to be a complete lack of consensus about what constitutes a 'core service' – what is core is one institutional context may well be considered to be peripheral in another. Even if there were agreement about the definition of 'core services,' there would still be difficulties with
'privatization.' For example, would the shifting of one 'core service' to the private sector be sufficient to constitute privatization? Our team thought no. Given what the literature review revealed about the probable extent of outsourcing in American libraries, it seemed to us misleading and unhelpful to label the majority of American libraries as 'privatized.' What then was an adequate extent of outsourcing of 'core services' to constitute 'privatization'?

The TWU study established the following "operational" definition of privatization:

Privatization is contracting out for services in a way that shifts control over policies for library collections and services from the public to the private sector.

The report went on to note: "This definition renders moot the debate over the definition of 'core services.'"

There is, as both study groups have pointed out, an ample literature - both print and electronic - on outsourcing and privatization. That literature represents various viewpoints. There are many definitions. To point out only a few of many:

- A study on "the potential of privatization to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the operations of the University of North Carolina" was conducted by the UNC General Administration, in response to a mandate from the North Carolina General Assembly. That study uses the terms together: "The most used, and discussed, form of privatization is outsourcing where an organization contracts with an outside firm to provide a clearly delineated set and frequency of services and/or products. However, outsourcing (contracting out) is not the only form of privatization."

The study notes that a 1993 Privatization Survey by the Council of State Governments identified the following forms of privatization: Contracting Out, Vouchers, Franchises, Grants and Subsidies, Asset Sale, Public-Private Partnerships, Private Donations, Deregulation, Volunteerism, Service Shedding (http://www.fis.ncsu.edu/privatization/chapter2.html)

- The General Accounting Office defines terms as follows:

  Contracting Out: "Contracting out is the hiring of private-sector firms or nonprofit organizations to provide goods or services for the government. Under this approach, the government remains the financier and has management and policy control over the type and quality of goods or services to be provided. Thus, the government can replace contractors that do not perform well."

  Outsourcing: "Under outsourcing, a government entity remains fully responsible for the provision of affected services and maintains control over management decisions, while another entity operates the function or performs the service. This approach includes contracting out, the granting
of franchises to private firms, and the use of volunteers to deliver public services.”

Privatization: “The term privatization has generally been defined as any process aimed at shifting functions and responsibilities, in whole or in part, from the government to the private sector.”

See http://www.gao.gov/special.pubs/gg97121.htm

- The Privatization Database includes a discussion of terminology: “What is Privatization? A very broad term – but most simply, privatization is the transfer of assets or service delivery from the government to the private sector. Privatization runs a very broad range, sometimes leaving very little government involvement, and other times creating partnerships between government and private service providers where government is still the dominant player.” See http://www.privatization.org/database/WhatIsPrivatization.html

- There is a lengthy discussion available from Bierce & Kenerson, P.C. Infrastructure Services Law (see http://www.biercekenerson.com/Articles/Privatization.htm)

- The Report of the Chancellor’s Campus-Wide Task Force on Administration and Reengineering, University of Kansas includes the following definition: “Privatization means many things to many people. For the purposes of this report, we refer only to outsourcing of services, the provision of one or a bundle of services through contracts with private providers. More dramatic ‘asset transfer’ types of privatization, which shift the core institution itself to non-governmental control are not, in our opinion, practical in the near term in Kansas and there are not considered.” (see http://www.urec.ukans.edu/announcements/reeng/privout.html)

In addition to the bibliographies prepared both by the Outsourcing Task Force and TWU, there is an extensive bibliography from the Washington State Library on the web at http://www.statelib.wa.gov/refdesk/today/ti_privu.htm

Standards, Guidelines and Related Materials: ALA Divisions, Committees, Units – Work Subsequent to the Outsourcing Task Force

Provides background and general guidelines, and specific guidelines and sample RFPs in the following areas: computer system management, PC management, network management, data recovery, retrospective conversion, cataloging and processing, web page design, web hosting, copier and printer management, imaging, database access, deacidification, bookkeeping, payroll preparation, barcoding and patron registration.


Provides a “checklist of issues that need attention in any consideration of, or contracting for outside provision of services or performance of functions for the library.”


Provides background and context specific to public libraries. Addresses distinctions related to “transfer of decision rights.” Provides a lengthy checklist of questions and issues. Includes a bibliography.

**STATUS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:**

1. The Association reaffirmed the following “fundamental values of libraries” in the context of discussions relative to outsourcing and privatization:

   - That libraries are an essential public good and are fundamental institutions in a democratic society.
   - That intellectual freedom is a basic democratic privilege, and that ALA defends the right of library users to read, seek information and speak freely, as guaranteed by the First Amendment.
   - That any outsourcing activities in libraries must be compatible with ALA advocacy of policies that support libraries as democratic institutions serving people of all ages, income levels and races, and providing the range of information resources needed to live, learn, govern and work.

The question of fundamental values and their expression recurs in relation to the development of a statement of core values. The two discussions have overlapped. The motion approved (Annual Conference, 2000) directs the ALA president to identify a mechanism for “bringing together guidelines developed by divisions
and committees and making them broadly available to be reviewed for elements of values....” (See summary and recommendations on Core Values.)

Reviewing the transcripts of both Membership and Council discussions of outsourcing, there were repeated attempts to define both “core values” and “core services.” These were often intertwined, as they were in discussions of the proposed “Core Values” statement.

2. ALA divisions and committees were encouraged to develop standards and guidelines to assist librarians in making decisions relative to outsourcing and privatization. ALA units were encouraged to publish and disseminate such guidelines.

Recommendation: Outsourcing and Privatization in American Libraries: The Outsourcing Task Force Report; The Impact of Outsourcing and Privatization On Library Services and Management: A Study for the American Library Association; various ALA guidelines and checklists (e.g. IFC, PLA); as well as future studies that may be done for the ALA, be made available in an “issues” area on the ALA website. This would bring together for ALA members a useful compendium of background information, issues discussion, definitions, checklists and guidelines.

3. The Impact of Outsourcing and Privatization On Library Services and Management: A Study for the American Library Association was commissioned by the ALA in response to Council action (Annual Conference, 1999). That report recommended that “the American Library Association, working collaboratively with other appropriate agencies such as the Council on Library and Information Resources and the Institute of Museum and Library Services, should encourage and foster further research into the impact of outsourcing on library services and management.” That recommendation was approved by Council (Annual Conference, 2000)

Recommendation: The ALA Office for Research and ALA Research and Statistics Committee be asked to (a) develop a concise statement of research needed, (b) explore various partnership options for conducting such research and (c) make a recommendation to the ALA Executive Board through the normal budgetary process.

4. The ALA president was also directed by Council (Annual Conference, 2000) to “identify appropriate mechanisms [to]...(2) develop definitions of outsourcing as a management tool versus privatization....”

The Outsourcing Task Force Report laid out the following definitions:
Outsourcing is the contracting to external companies or organizations functions that would otherwise be performed by library employees. Privatization is the shifting of policy making and management of library services or the responsibility for the performance of core library services in their entirety, from the public to the private sector. Core services are those professional activities that define the profession of librarianship. These include collection development and organization; gathering and providing information; making the collection accessible to all library users; providing assistance in the use of the collection; and providing oversight and management of these activities.

In their work, the research team at Texas Woman’s University found “the definitions of privatization and core services to be unworkable in the research context and completely unamenable to the development of operational definitions.” They note (based on review of library literature) a lack of consensus about what constitutes a “core service. They point to the difficulty of pinpointing when “outsourcing” becomes “privatization.” Does outsourcing one “core service” constitute privatization? Based on their work, they developed the following definition:

Privatization is contracting out for services in a way that shifts control over policies for library collections and services from the public to the private sector.

They note that that definition then “renders moot the debate over the definition of ‘core services.’”

The PLA draft document – Outsourcing: A Public Library Checklist – cites several definitions, noting “the different perspectives inherent” in them. The draft usefully points to various factors, including recurring/non-recurring activities, the scope of “decision rights” transferred, core vs. non-core functions. “These variable conditions require an outsourcing decision process that is designed to address internal and external factors within the context of a particular organizational setting.”

Recommendation: Reviewing these three reports, as well as a variety of other print and electronic documents, there is no readily identifiable set of definitions that appears universally applicable, regardless of institution, regardless of position within a specific institution. What may be more useful is to the push exploration further in the directions already laid out. Both TWU and PLA have suggested a line – a point at which outsourcing may, whether or not you call it “privatization,” go from a benign to a negative factor in a specific institution. The IFC and PLA checklists are designed to help individual decision-makers avoid crossing a line that is hard to define simply, clearly and universally.
(a) Based on work-to-date, it may be more useful for the ALA president to encourage case studies and longitudinal research which, in combination with guidelines and checklists such as those developed by IFC and PLA, will assist local decision-makers. A growing body of evidence, more than abstract definitions, may support librarians seeking to draw a line between “management tool” and “privatization.”

(b) It may also be useful to encourage further examination of outsourcing / privatization specifically in the context of the library’s long-term vs. day-to-day roles, and in terms of impacts on the profession itself and on those who practice it.

5. Going back through transcripts of Council discussion, it was apparent that the discussion would have been facilitated, if not shortened, had Council had an accompanying document reviewing the history of this issue within the Association: previous recommendations, previous Council actions and the status of implementation of those actions, related actions by ALA divisions and committees. Given both the significant annual change in Council membership and the number of issues competing for Council attention, such a summary is necessary in order to give all councilors the background for discussion.

Recommendation: When a document that is identifiably connected to a previous or ongoing, larger Council discussion is forwarded to Council, it should be accompanied by an “action and debate” summary.

5. The TWU research report included other recommendations which were not moved forward during the Council debate. Those recommendations should be considered.

(a) The American Library Association should encourage the inclusion of data documenting the extent of outsourcing in libraries in the regular annual data collection activities of such agencies as the National Center for Education Statistics. (Impact of Outsourcing and Privatization on Library Services and Management: A Study for the American Library Association)

Recommendation: The ALA Office for Research/Committee on Research and Statistics should be asked to consider this recommendation. In particular, the Committee on Research and Statistics should be asked to consider what specific data might usefully be included and, based on their consideration, work with the ALA Office for Research in implementation. This is related to recommendation #3, above.
(b) The American Library Association should foster regular treatment of outsourcing trends, vendors and services, and other issues related to outsourcing, in the journals published by the divisions and units of ALA.

(Impact of Outsourcing and Privatization on Library Services and Management: A Study for the American Library Association)

Recommendation: The Board should affirm the desirability of such coverage within the publishing programs of the Association and its component groups.

(c) The American Library Association should foster, through its Divisions and other units, the development of guidelines and model contracts to aid librarians in making decisions about outsourcing. (Impact of Outsourcing and Privatization on Library Services and Management: A Study for the American Library Association)

This is addressed by recommendation #2, above.

MG(31 August 2000)